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northmodern
Special 
Projects

In a simplistic and raw scaffold environment, built on the industrial
grey concrete floors, northmodern will present a ‘work in progress
universe’ – a place for top brands and special projects to show
and be part of a community for brands, designers and industry
professionals.

The current design legends, known for the best quality and unique
designs in and around the world, will be presenting their top
collection at the first trade show of the year 2016. Filling out this
space will be curated furniture, tailored state of the art lighting,
carpenter kitchens, kitchen accessories, delicacies and special
presentations for the contract market, architects and retailers. All of 
which will contribute to an amazing atmosphere and will be the first 
thing you come across when entering northmodern.
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Chmara.Rosinke 

Chmara.Rosinke studio designs, directs 

and executes objects, interiors and pop-

ups from concept through to creation. 

They strive to combine craftsmanship with 

a conceptual and ecological approach, 

realizing both commissioned and self 

inititated projects. Many of their works 

are inspired by functional and sociocul

tural aspects and are trying to translate 

their observations into objects after its 

analysis and research. In their designs 

Chmara.Rosinke pay a lot of attention to 

details and the emotions objects and spa

ces arouse in people. Above all, they see 

aesthetics as an important sustainability 

factor. They have met during their archi

tecture and design studies at the Aca

demy of Fine Arts in Gdansk. Their sha

red passion for design and art has led to 

their cooperation. After finishing studies 

in Gdansk, they have spend two terms at 

the Kunstuniversität in Linz (space&design 

strategies), some time at the Akademie 

der bildenden Künste and the TU Wien, 

and have worked at several architectural 

offices. Their background includes a wide 

range of fields from drawing, art history, 

architectural theory to interior and obje

ct design, what allows them to develop 

a good understanding for creative work 

and its realization. Their projects have 

been shown during the Milan, Dutch,  

Paris, New York and Vienna Design 

Week, in MAK, the Austrian Museum of 

Applied Arts, and other international de

sign fairs and exhibition. Now they are 

here at northmodern so don’t miss out on 

this amazing duo.

Frandsen Project

As part of the Frandsen Group, Frandsen 

Project has been designing and market

ing lamps that epitomize Danish crafts

manship and quality for over 40 years and 

their extensive portfolio of lighting projects 

ranges from interior decorative lighting 

tasks to international commercial projects. 

Exclusive lighting collections which are 

suitab le for bars, restaurants, hotels, public 

area lighting and shops is the keywords for 

Frandsen Project. This company continues 

to combine good design and exceptional 

value without compromising on their 

exacting quality standards.

Buro Belén

Behind the Dutch brand stands the two 

designers Lenneke Langenhuijsen and 

Brecht Duijf who met at the Design Acad

emy Eindhoven in the Netherlands. Their 

approach to design is based on intuitive, 

emotional and physical aspects of design. 

The result is products with unexpect

ed applications of materials and colors. 

BELÉN develops colour and material 

concepts for product design, interior de

sign and exhibition design. Among their 

previous clients you’ll find Danish Georg 

Jensen, French Villa Noailles Hyéres and 

Dutch Textiellab Tilburg. 

Truly Truly 

A design studio operating from the Neth

erlands. Founded by Australian designers 

Joel & Kate Booy, the studio  tackles all 

manner of creative challenges, ranging 

across objects, furniture, lighting, textiles 

and spaces.

Malle W.Trousseau, Boxone by 

Køkkensnedkeren and Restaurant Rebel

In collaboration with BOXONE by Køk

kensnedkeren and Reastaurant Rebel, 

1. Truly Truly
2. Buro Belén
3. Chmara.Rosinke
4. Design Werck – RO Collection
5. Malle W. Trousseau
6. Rebel
7. Boform & Cph Square
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